First Class Air Medical Transportation with a Personal Touch

- International & Domestic
- Bedside-to-Bedside Care
- 24 hr. On-Demand Service
- Rapid Response
- Competitive Pricing
- No Hidden Costs
- Licensed Advanced Life Support
- Specialists in Critical Care
- Medical Escorts

The Best Care in the AIR®

1-800-550-0674
941.276.7913 | Fax 941.761.5838
International Callers: 00-941-276-7913
email: info@AirCriticalCare.com | www.AirCriticalCare.com

Worldwide Service
Headquarters in Florida
Locations in Arizona • Michigan • New York • Texas

ACC Air Critical Care LLC
The Best CARE In The AIR®
**Worldwide Air Ambulance**

**AIR CRITICAL CARE** provides global Air Medical Services, with aircraft that are a mobile intensive care unit in the air. Aircraft utilized are selected based on the flight requirement and patients needs. Aircraft includes a comfortable FAA approved patient stretcher and advanced air medical monitoring equipment to include modern LTV Ventilators, ZOLL (CCT) critical care monitors, mobile intravenous infusion pumps and a compliment of Advance Life Support (ALS) and Emergency medications.

**Medical Escort**

Some patients may qualify for our Medical Escort Service. Our airline approved staff will escort a passenger on a scheduled commercial Aircraft. This service includes First Class Seating and at least one experienced medical team member. Commercial Aircraft can be equipped with oxygen and some limited advanced medical care can be provided as in administration of medications, IV fluids or suction. We arrange everything from bedside to bedside including; airline ticketing, ground transportation, assisting with security, meals, loading/unloading and personal care.

**Global Repatriation**

**AIR CRITICAL CARE** can assist with repatriation services worldwide. We specialize in repatriation of patients. Our staff will work directly with local medical facilities for acceptance and care management. This service is a benefit for the patient and family and can offer a saving to healthcare providers.

**Insurance is Accepted**

**AIR CRITICAL CARE** will accept most insurance based on the medical necessity and health plan coverage. We prefer to work directly with you and your healthcare provider. Just call us today and we will get you on the way.

**Rapid Response Center**

Our Operation Center is available 24 hours a day at 800-550-0674 or email at Ops@AirCriticalCare.com

**Most Experienced**

**AIR CRITICAL CARE** is staffed with the most experienced aero medical team members in the Air Medical Transport Industry. The Medical Teams consist of Emergency Physicians, Critical Care Registered Nurses (CCRN), Paramedics (CCEMT-P) and Registered Respiratory Therapists (RRT) that are chosen based on the patient’s condition. Staff exceed all Medical Standards and have specialized training in Aero Medical Physiology and Advanced Cardiac Life Support (ACLS) and Pediatric Life Support (PALS). Some staff have specialized training such as PHTLS.

**Committed to Excellence**

- International & Domestic
- Bedside-to-Bedside Care
- 24 hr. On-Demand Service
- Rapid Response
- Competitive Pricing
- No Hidden Costs
- Licensed Advanced Life Support
- Specialists in Critical Care
- Medical Escorts

**The Best CARE in the AIR®**

**AIR CRITICAL CARE** provides complete bedside-to-bedside transportation to ensure that the patient’s continuity of care is maintained. Your Flight Coordinator will arrange every detail, from bedside to bedside and more, with a personal touch and we welcome special requests. We’ll coordinate all patient and family needs, all ground transportation, international clearances and customs. We’ll assist with accepting facilities if needed. Your Personal Flight Coordinator will keep family and loved ones not traveling informed of the flight’s progress.

**First Class Air Medical Transportation with a Personal Touch**

1-800-550-0674

www.AirCriticalCare.com